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Organizations Don't Tweet, People Do: A Manager's Guide to the Social WebJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Practical advice for managers on how the Web and social media can help them to do their jobs better


	Today's managers are faced with an increasing use of the Web and social platforms by their staff, their customers, and their competitors, but most aren't sure quite what to do about it or how it all relates to them....
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Multidetector-Row CT of the Thorax (Medical Radiology / Diagnostic Imaging)Springer, 2005

	With the advent of multidetector-row technology, excitement has returned to computed tomography. Not only can we now image faster and with better resolution than ever before. More importantly, the development of sophisticated image acquisition techniques has enabled us to venture into areas previously considered to be beyond the scope of CT...
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Computational Diffusion MRI and Brain Connectivity: MICCAI Workshops, Nagoya, Japan, September 22nd, 2013 (Mathematics and Visualization)Springer, 2014

	This volume contains the proceedings from two closely related workshops: Computational Diffusion MRI (CDMRI’13) and Mathematical Methods from Brain Connectivity (MMBC’13), held under the auspices of the 16th International Conference on Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention, which took place in Nagoya, Japan,...
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A Multimodal End-2-End Approach to Accessible Computing (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2013

	Research in intelligent interactive systems can offer valuable assistance to elderly and disabled populations by helping them to achieve greater levels of engagement with the world. Many users find it difficult to use existing interaction devices, either for physical or age-related impairments. However, research on intelligent voice...
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Blockchain Quick Reference: A guide to exploring decentralized Blockchain application developmentPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Understand the Blockchain revolution and get to grips with Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric, and Corda.

	
		Key Features

		
			Resolve common challenges and problems faced in the Blockchain domain
	
			Study architecture, concepts, terminologies, and Dapps
	
			Make smart choices...
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Children in Street Situations: A Concept in Search of an Object (Children’s Well-Being: Indicators and Research)Springer, 2019

	
		This book provides new insights on the lives of children in street situations by providing analyses from a qualitative perspective on the sociology of childhood. It proposes some insightful perspectives on the current discussion about the rights of children in street situations. It includes a unique selection of texts, which were...
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Recent Findings in Intelligent Computing Techniques: Proceedings of the 5th ICACNI 2017, Volume 1 (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, 707)Springer, 2018

	
		This three volume book contains the Proceedings of 5th International Conference on Advanced Computing, Networking and Informatics (ICACNI 2017). The book focuses on the recent advancement of the broad areas of advanced computing, networking and informatics. It also includes novel approaches devised by researchers from across the...
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MySQL® Database Design and TuningMySQL Press, 2005
The authoritative, hands-on guide to advanced MySQL programming  and administration techniques for high performance is here. MySQL Performance Optimization is the only guide with  coverage of both the basics and advanced topics, including reliability,  performance, optimization and tuning for...
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The Customer Management Scorecard: Managing CRM for ProfitKogan Page, 2002
The Customer Management Scorecard is based on a unique global survey conducted by QCi that aimed to reveal the true relationship between effective customer management and business performance. Over 300 global assessments of blue chip companies in 22 countries, across all sectors, were conducted using QCi’s Customer Management...
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Advances in Electronic MarketingIdea Group Publishing, 2005
There are many challenges facing organizations today as they incorporate electronic marketing methods into their strategy. Advances in Electronic Marketing examines these challenges within three major themes: the global environment, the strategic/technological realm, and the buyer behavior of online consumers. Each chapter raises important issues,...
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Telecommunications Challenges In Developing Countries: Asymmetric Interconnection Charges For Rural AreasWorld Bank Publications, 2004
Telecommunications Challenges in Developing Countries addresses an important aspect of interconnection—the settings of call termination charges. In rural telecommunications, network costs are known to be high. The traditional consensus has been that many rural areas cannot be connected without subsidies. This paper investigates the...
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Modeling Semantic Web Services: The Web Service Modeling LanguageSpringer, 2008
Semantic Web services promise to automate tasks such as discovery, mediation, selection, composition, and invocation of services, enabling fully flexible automated e-business. Their usage, however, still requires a significant amount of human intervention due to the lack of support for a machine-processable description.
In this book, Jos de...
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